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Abstract. We study the weak hereditary class Sw(K ) of all weak subalgebras of algebras
in a total variety K . We establish an algebraic characterization, in the sense of Birkhoff’s
HSP theorem, and a syntactical characterization of these classes. We also consider the
problem of when such a weak hereditary class is weak equational.
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1. Introduction
The usefulness of partial algebras derives mostly from their extendibility to total
algebras belonging to some specific variety or satisfying some other specific condi-
tions. This feature has been frequently used in the literature, just to mention the
original proof of the Grätzer-Schmidt theorem on the characterization of congruence
lattices [3]. In this paper we intend to study the class Sw(K ) of all partial alge-
bras embeddable in a variety of total algebras K , and we call this class the weak
hereditary class of K . Thus, Sw(K ) can be seen as the class of all partial struc-
tural approximations of algebras in K ; the notation reflects the obvious fact that a
partial algebra is embeddable in K if and only if it is (up to isomorphism) a weak
subalgebra of an algebra in K .
Clearly any algebra A in Sw(K ) must have the entire equational theory Eq(K )
among the equations that are weakly valid in A, i.e., Sw(K ) ⊆ Modw(Eq(K )).
As we will see several times in this paper, this condition is by no means sufficient,
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and the converse inclusion is not generally true. It may be interesting however to
distinguish those varieties of total algebrasK for which Sw(K ) is a weak equational
class, be it for the simple reason that weak equational theories are decidable [8]. In
this paper we prove some general conditions for this to hold true, and in a subsequent
paper we plan to investigate exhaustively this question for unary varieties.
To end this introduction, let us fix some notations and conventions to be used
throughout this paper.
Once a type of algebras Σ is fixed, by a partial algebra (resp. an equation) we
mean a partial algebra (resp. an equation) of type Σ. In this paper we only consider
finitary homogeneous types.
Given a partial algebra denoted by a capital letter in boldface type (A, B, etc.), we
denote its carrier by the same capital letter in slanted type (A, B, etc.) and the oper-
ations by superscripting the operation symbol with the algebra’s name (ϕA, ψB, . . .).
Given a set E of Σ-equations, we denote by Modt(E ) the total variety defined
by E , i.e., the class of all total Σ-algebras that satisfy E . In a similar way, we
denote by Modw(E ) the weak equational class defined by E , i.e., the class of all
partial Σ-algebras that satisfy E weakly.
Given a total variety K , Sw(K ) is the class of all weak subalgebras of algebras
in K .
All terms are supposed to have their variables in a fixed, countably infinite set of
variables X = {xi : i > 1}. Given a term p, we denote its set of explicit variables
by var(p).
2. Weak hereditary classes
In the sequel, and unless otherwise stated, let Σ = (Ω, η) be a fixed type of
algebras.
Definition 1. A class M of partial algebras is weak hereditary if and only if
M = Sw(K ) for some total variety K ; in particular, we say that Sw(K ) is the
weak hereditary class of K .
Example 2. Let E be a set of equations and K = Modt(E ) the variety defined
by E . If a partial algebra A satisfies E as existential equations, then any inner
completion of A (i.e., any completion of A on its carrier set) satisfies E ; thus, any
existential model of E belongs to Sw(K ). (Actually, it is proved in [2] that any
existential model of E is a relative subalgebra of a total model of E .)
Example 3. Let now E be a set of regular equations and K = Modt(E ). If a
partial algebra A satisfies E in the strong (or Kleene’s) sense, then the one-point
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completion of A satisfies E (see [7]). Therefore, any strong model of such a set E
belongs to Sw(K ).
More generally, if E is any set of equations closed under Birkhoff’s equational logic
rules, then any strong model of E belongs to Sw(K ): see Corollary 11 below. Thus,
if A satisfies strongly the whole equational theory Eq(K ) of a total varietyK , then
A ∈ Sw(K ). However, when E is not closed in the Birkhoff sense, strong models
of E need not be weak subalgebras of total models of E , as the following simple
counterexample shows.
Example 4. Let Σ be a type of unary algebras with at least three different
operation symbols ϕ0, ϕ1 and ϕ2, and let A be a partial algebra with carrier A =
{a, b} and with ϕA0 (a) = ϕA0 (b) = a, ϕA1 (a) = ϕA1 (b) = b, and ϕA2 discrete. Then
A is a strong model of the equations
ϕ0(x1) ≈ ϕ0(x2), ϕ1(x1) ≈ ϕ1(x2), ϕ0ϕ2(x1) ≈ ϕ1ϕ2(x2)
but no completion of A can satisfy them. Indeed, any total model of these equations
also satisfies ϕ0(x1) ≈ ϕ1(x2), while ϕA0 (a) 6= ϕA1 (b).
This last example entails in particular that, although any algebra in Sw(Modt(E ))
is a weak model of E because weak subalgebras preserve weak satisfaction of equa-
tions, the converse implication is in general false.
Thus, a weak model of the whole equational theory of a total variety need not
belong to its weak hereditary class. Indeed, this algebraA satisfies weakly the whole
equational theory of Modt({ϕ2(x) ≈ x}), but it does not belong to Sw({ϕ2(x) ≈ x}).
Remark 5. A weak hereditary class is closed under isomorphisms, weak subal-
gebras and arbitrary products. Hence, it is quasi-equational: actually, by [1, § 3,




pj ≈ qj → x ≈ y
for every such quasi-equation holding in K (here “≈” represents an existential equa-
tion). In Theorem 12 below we give another syntactical characterization of Sw(K ).
The next result provides an algebraic characterization of weak hereditary classes
in the sense of Birkhoff’s HSP Theorem. Here and in the sequel, H , S, St and
P stand for the “closed homomorphic image”, “closed subalgebra”, “total (closed)
subalgebra” and “direct product” algebraic operators, respectively. Moreover, given
a class M of partial algebras, M ∗ denotes the subclass of all total algebras in M .
Notice that Sw(K )∗ = K for every total variety K .
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Theorem 6. LetM be a class of partial algebras. The following assertions onM
are equivalent:
i) M is a weak hereditary class.
ii) M = SwHSP (M ∗).
iii) M = SwHStP (M ).
 
. (i) =⇒ (ii): If M = Sw(K ) for some variety K of total algebras, then
M ∗ = K = HSP (K ) = HSP (M ∗) and thereforeM = Sw(HSP (M ∗)).
(ii) =⇒ (iii): Assume M = SwHSP (M ∗). Then
P (M ) = PSwHSP (M ∗) ⊆ SwPHSP (M ∗) ⊆ SwHSP (M ∗) = M
and
St(M ) = StSwHSP (M ∗) ⊆ SwHSP (M ∗) = M .
Therefore StP (M ) ⊆ M , and, in fact, StP (M ) ⊆ M ∗. Consequently,
SwHStP (M ) ⊆ SwH(M ∗) ⊆ SwHSP (M ∗) = M .
On the other hand, the inclusion M ⊆ SwHStP (M ) follows from the fact that
SP (M ∗) ⊆ StP (M ) for any classM (if A is a closed subalgebra of a total algebra,
A is total too), and thereforeM = SwHSP (M ∗) ⊆ SwHStP (M ).
(iii) =⇒ (i): Assume now that M = SwHStP (M ). We will prove that, under
this assumption, HStP (M ) = HSP (M ∗). Indeed, on the one hand, the inclusion
SP (M ∗) ⊆ StP (M ) used in the last step of the proof of the previous implication
entails that HSP (M ∗) ⊆ HStP (M ) for any class M . And on the other hand, if
B ∈ HStP (M ) then B is total and belongs to M because M = SwHStP (M ), and
therefore B ∈ M ∗ ⊆ HSP (M ∗); this proves HStP (M ) ⊆ HSP (M ∗).
Thus, HStP (M ) is a variety of total algebras andM is its weak hereditary class.

Remark 7. Notice that the equality HStP (M ) = HSP (M ∗) need not hold
for each class M of partial algebras. For instance, let A be a non-total algebra
containing a total and non-trivial closed subalgebra A′, and let M = {A}. Then
A′ ∈ HStP (M ), while HSP (M ∗) only contains trivial total algebras.
In the sequel we provide an alternative syntactical characterization of weak hered-
itary classes. Recall that given a classK of similar algebras and an algebraA of the
same type, aK -reflection ofA is a homomorphism e : A → B withB ∈ K such that
every homomorphism of A to an algebra in K factorizes in a unique way through e.
Since such an algebra B, when it exists, is determined uniquely (up to isomorphism)
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by A, we call it the K -reflection of A whenever e is understood or nonrelevant. The
first lemma is an easy consequence of the universal property of K -reflections.
Lemma 8. Let K be a total variety and A a partial algebra. Then, A ∈ Sw(K )
if and only if A is (up to isomorphism) a weak subalgebra of its K -reflection.
The next lemma describes in a simple (and suitable for our purposes) way the
reflection of a partial algebra with respect to a variety of total algebras.
Lemma 9. Let A be a partial algebra and iA : A ↪→ F its free completion (given
by the embedding of A into F as a relative subalgebra), and let K be a total variety.
Let θ(K ) be the transitive closure in F of the relation
ε(K ) = {(pF(v),qF(v)) : p ≈ q ∈ Eq(K ), v ∈ AX }.
Then θ(K ) is a congruence on F such that F/θ(K ) ∈ K , and the composition
natθ(K ) ◦iA : A → F/θ(K )
is the K -reflection of A.
 
. It is clear that θ(K ) is an equivalence relation: it is reflexive because F
is generated by A, it is symmetric because Eq(K ) is symmetric, and it is transitive
by construction. Now, let ϕ ∈ Ω with η(ϕ) = n > 1, and let (a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn) ∈
θ(K ). Without any loss of generality, we may assume that there exist an integer
m > 1 and pairs (ai,j , ai,j+1) ∈ ε(K ), i = 1, . . . , n, j = 0, . . . ,m − 1, such that
ai,0 = ai and ai,m = bi.
Then, for every j = 0, . . . ,m − 1, there exist equations pi,j ≈ qi,j ∈ Eq(K )
and valuations vi,j : X → A such that ai,j = pFi,j(vi,j) and ai,j+1 = qFi,j(vi,j),
i = 1, . . . , n; Eq(K ) being closed under substitution, we may assume that all these
equations have pairwise disjoint sets of explicit variables. But then, since Eq(K ) is
closed under composition,
ϕ(p1,j , . . . ,pn,j) ≈ ϕ(q1,j , . . . ,qn,j) ∈ Eq(K ).
Therefore, taking a valuation v : X → A such that its restriction to every var(pi,j)∪
var(qi,j) is equal to the corresponding restriction of vi,j , we have
(ϕF(a1,j , . . . , an,j), ϕF(a1,j+1, . . . , an,j+1))
= (ϕ(p1,j , . . . ,pn,j)F(v), ϕ(q1,j , . . . ,qn,j)F(v)) ∈ ε(K )
for every j = 0, . . . ,m− 1. Then, finally,
(ϕF(a1, . . . , an), ϕF(b1, . . . , bm)) = (ϕF(a1,0, . . . , an,0), ϕF(a1,m, . . . , an,m)) ∈ θ(K ).
Thus, θ(K ) is indeed a congruence on F.
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We show now that F/θ(K ) satisfies Eq(K ). Let p ≈ q ∈ Eq(K ), say, with
var(p) ∪ var(q) = {x1, . . . , xn}, and let ([c1]θ, . . . , [cn]θ) be any n-tuple of elements
of F/θ(K ).
Since F is generated by A, for every ci there exists a term pi and a valuation
vi : X → A such that ci = pFi (vi); as before, we may assume that the sets of
variables of the terms pi are pairwise disjoint. Then
p(x1/p1, . . . , xn/pn) ≈ q(x1/p1, . . . , xn/pn) ∈ Eq(K ).
But now, taking a valuation v : X → A such that its restriction to every var(pi) is
equal to the corresponding restriction of vi, we have
(pF(c1, . . . , cn),qF(c1, . . . , cn))
= (p(x1/p1, . . . , xn/pn)F(v),q(x1/p1, . . . , xn/pn)F(v)) ∈ ε(K ),
and therefore
pF/θ([c1]θ, . . . , [cn]θ) = qF/θ([c1]θ, . . . , [cn]θ).
This implies that F/θ(K ) satisfies p ≈ q.
Finally, let f : F → B be any homomorphism with B ∈ K . Then obviously
θ(K ) ⊆ ker f , and therefore there exists a unique homomorphism f̃ : F/θ(K ) → B
such that f = f̃ ◦natθ(K ). This means that natθ(K ) : F → F/θ(K ) is a K -reflection
of F. Since F is a free completion of A, natθ(K ) ◦iA : A → F/θ(K ) is aK -reflection
of A. 
The next two corollaries are simple consequences of the previous two lemmas.
Corollary 10. With the notation and assumptions of Lemma 9, A ∈ Sw(K ) if
and only if θ(K ) ∩ A2 = ∆A (the diagonal on A).
Corollary 11. If K is a total variety and A satisfies Eq(K ) strongly, then
A ∈ Sw(K ).
 
. If A is a strong model of Eq(K ), then, for every (a, b) ∈ ε(K ), b = a
whenever a ∈ A. This clearly implies that θ(K ) ∩ A2 = ∆A, and the last corollary
applies. 
In order to simplify the notation in the statement of the next result, we introduce
the concept of relative prefixes of two Σ-terms. A term t = t(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ TΣ(X )
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(with explicit variables x1, . . . , xn) is a common suffix of two terms p,q ∈ TΣ(X )
when there exist terms p1, . . . ,pn,q1, . . . ,qn such that
p = t(x1/p1, . . . , xn/pn), q = t(x1/q1, . . . , xn/qn).
In this case, (p1,q1), . . . , (pn,qn) are called pairs of relative prefixes of the
pair (p,q) with respect to t.
Theorem 12. Let A be a partial Σ-algebra and K a variety of total Σ-algebras.
Then, A ∈ Sw(K ) if and only if A satisfies all quasi-equations of the form
(







→ p0 ≈ qk ,
where, for some sequence of equations
p0 ≈ q0,p1 ≈ q1, . . . ,pk ≈ qk ∈ Eq(K ), k > 0,
with pairwise disjoint sets of explicit variables (i.e., such that (var(pi) ∪ var(qi)) ∩
(var(pj) ∪ var(qj)) = ∅ for every i 6= j),
(q̄j,1, p̄j+1,1), . . . , (q̄j,nj , p̄j+1,nj )
are the pairs of relative prefixes of (qj ,pj+1) with respect to some common suffix,
for every j = 0, . . . , k − 1.
 
. The “only if” implication is straightforward, because every algebra in
K satisfies all quasi-equations of the form given in the statement, and the satisfaction
of such quasi-equations is preserved by weak subalgebras.
As for the “if” implication, by Corollary 10 it is enough to prove that if A satisfies
all quasi-equations of the form given in the statement, then θ(K )∩A2 = ∆A, where
θ(K ) is the congruence on the free completion F of A defined in Lemma 9.
So, let (a, a′) ∈ θ(K ) with a, a′ ∈ A. Then, there exist
(b0, b1), (b1, b2), . . . , (bk, bk+1) ∈ ε(K ), k > 0,
such that a = b0 and a′ = bk+1; without any loss of generality we assume that no
other bi in this sequence of pairs belongs to A.
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By the definition of ε(K ), there exist equations p0 ≈ q0,p1 ≈ q1, . . . ,pk ≈ qk
in Eq(K ) (and, as always, we shall assume their sets of explicit variables to be
pairwise disjoint) and valuations v0, . . . , vk : X → A such that for every i = 0, . . . , k,
(bi, bi+1) = (pFi (vi),q
F
i (vi)).
Since A is an initial segment of F, b0, bk+1 ∈ A implies b0 = pA0 (v0) and bk+1 =
qAk (vk). Moreover, from the other Peano axioms satisfied by the free completion F
of A (see [2] or [6]), we deduce that if qFj (vj) = p
F
j+1(vj+1) = bj+1 /∈ A, then there
is a common suffix tj of qj and pj+1 such that, if
(q̄j,1, p̄j+1,1), . . . , (q̄j,nj , p̄j+1,nj )
are the pairs of relative prefixes of (qj ,pj+1) with respect to tj , then q̄Aj,l(vj) and
p̄Aj+1,l(vj+1) are defined and equal for every l = 1, . . . , nj (grosso modo, if q
F
j (vj) =
pFj+1(vj+1) 6∈ A, then both must be equal to the same term, a common suffix tj of
qj and pj+1, applied in F to the same elements of A, given by the application in A
of the relative prefixes of qj and pj+1 with respect to this common suffix to vj and
vj+1, respectively).
Let now v : X → A be a valuation such that its restriction to every var(pi) ∪
var(qi) is equal to the restriction of vi to this set. We have







(A, v) |= p0 ≈ qk
and therefore
a = pA0 (v0) = p
A
0 (v) = q
A
k (v) = q
A
k (vk) = a
′,
as we wanted to prove. 
3. When is Sw(K ) weak equational?
In this section we discuss some conditions for a class Sw(K ) of all “approxima-
tions” of algebras in a total variety K to be weakly equational. As we have seen in
Section 1, all members of Sw(K ) are weak models of the equational theory Eq(K )
of K . However, Example 4 show that, in general, not every weak model of Eq(K )
belongs to Sw(K ).
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Lemma 13. Let K be a variety of total algebras. Then Modw(Eq(K )) =
HSw(K ).
 
. By Andréka-Németi’s general characterization theorem of model
classes [1, § 3, Th. 1], A ∈ HSw(K ) if and only if
A |=
(





→ p ≈ q
for every such quasi-equation satisfied in K , which in this case means, K being a
total variety, simply that p ≈ q ∈ Eq(K ). Since the weak satisfaction of an equation
p ≈ q is nothing but the satisfaction of the quasi-equation
(p ≈ p ∧ q ≈ q) → p ≈ q,
it is clear thatA ∈ HSw(K ) if and only ifA satisfies weakly all equations in Eq(K ).

This result yields a general necessary and sufficient condition on Sw(K ) to be
weak equational.
Proposition 14. Let K be a variety of total algebras. The following conditions
are equivalent.
i) Sw(K ) is a weak equational class.
ii) Sw(K ) = Modw(Eq(K )).
iii) Sw(K ) is closed under closed homomorphic images.
 
. Notice that if E is the weak equational theory of Sw(K ) then E =
Eq(K ) (since K ⊆ Sw(K ), we have E ⊆ Eq(K ), and since weak satisfaction is
preserved by weak subalgebras, Eq(K ) ⊆ E ). Therefore, Sw(K ) is weak equational
if and only if Sw(K ) = Modw(Eq(K )), which proves the equivalence between (i)
and (ii). The equivalence between (ii) and (iii) is now a consequence of Lemma 13.

This proposition, together with Theorem 12, can be used to show that weak hered-
itary classes of some specific total varieties are not weak equational.
It is known that every total variety K of monounary algebras is induced by a
single equation (see [4]). If K is regular, then K = Modt(ϕr(x1) ≈ ϕs(x1)) for
some r > s > 0, and if K is irregular, then K = Modt(ϕr(x1) ≈ ϕr(x2)) for some
r > 0.
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Proposition 15. Let K be a variety of total monounary algebras. Then
i) if K is an irregular variety, then Sw(K ) is a weak equational class.
ii) if K is a regular variety induced by the equation ϕr(x1) ≈ ϕs(x1) with r > s,
then Sw(K ) is weak equational iff r = s or r = s+ 1.
 
. i) Let K be an irregular variety, i.e. K = Modt(ϕr(x1) ≈ ϕr(x2)) for
some r > 0. Then any weak model A of ϕr(x) ≈ ϕr(y) can be extended to a total
algebra Ā satisfying this equation. To prove it, we distinguish three cases:
• If r = 0, then A is a trivial algebra and K is the class of all trivial total
algebras, and then any inner completion of A belongs to K .
• If r > 0 and (ϕA)r(a) is defined for some a ∈ A, then add ϕĀ(a′) = (ϕA)r(a)
for every a′ 6∈ domϕA, and the resulting Ā satisfies ϕr(x1) ≈ ϕr(x2).
• If r > 0 and dom(ϕA)r = ∅, then take any a0 6∈ domϕA and add ϕĀ(a′) = a0
for every a′ 6∈ domϕA (including a0 itself). Again, the resulting Ā satisfies
ϕr(x1) ≈ ϕr(x2).
ii) Assume now K is a regular variety and K = Modt(ϕr(x1) ≈ ϕs(x1)) for some
r > s > 0. To prove the claim we again consider three cases.
• Assume first that r > s + 1. Consider the relative subalgebra A of the
Σ-term algebra TΣ({x, y}) supported on the initial segment determined by
{ϕr−1(x), ϕr−1(y)}; it is easily seen to be a weak subalgebra of the K -free al-
gebra generated by {x, y}. Let θ denote the equivalence relation on A identifying
ϕr−1(x) and ϕr−1(y). It is a closed congruence onA, and thusA/θ ∈ HSw(K ).
But A/θ 6∈ Sw(K ), because it does not satisfy the quasi-equation
(ϕs(x1) ≈ ϕs(x1) ∧ ϕs(x2) ≈ ϕs(x2) ∧ ϕr−1(x1) ≈ ϕr−1(x2))
→ ϕs(x1) ≈ ϕs(x2),
obtained from the equations ϕs(x1) ≈ ϕr(x1) and ϕr(x2) ≈ ϕs(x2) as in Theo-
rem 12, with respect to any valuation v : X → A/θ such that v(x1) = [x]θ and
v(x2) = [y]θ.
So, if r > s+ 1, Sw(K ) is not closed under closed homomorphic images, and
therefore it is not weak equational.
• If r = s, then K is the class of all Σ-algebras, and therefore Sw(K ) is the
(weak equational) class of all partial Σ-algebras.
• Finally, if r = s+ 1, then completing any weak model A of ϕs+1(x) ≈ ϕs(x) by
adding a ϕ-loop to every point where ϕA is not defined, yields a total Σ-algebra
satisfying ϕs+1(x1) ≈ ϕs(x1), i.e. an algebra in K . So, in this case every weak
model of Eq(K ) is in Sw(K ), which implies that the latter is a weak equational
class.
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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In a subsequent paper we plan to characterize those varieties of total algebras of
an arbitrary unary type which have a weak equational weak hereditary class.
Example 16. Let Σ be a type of algebras with only two operation symbols ∗
and +, both binary, and let K be the total variety of Σ-algebras defined by the
absorption equation x1 + (x1 ∗ x2) ≈ x1. The weak hereditary class Sw(K ) is weak
equational. Indeed, for every partial Σ-algebra A, let Ā be its completion defined in
the following way:
• Ā = A ∪ {a0} for some a0 /∈ A.
• For every x, y ∈ Ā, if x ∗ y is not defined in A, then x ∗ y = a0 in Ā.
• For every x, y ∈ Ā, if x+ y is not defined in A, then x+ y = x in Ā.
It is straightforward to check that if A satisfies weakly x1 + (x1 ∗ x2) ≈ x1, then
Ā ∈ K and hence A ∈ Sw(K ).
Let nowK ′ be the total variety of Σ-algebras defined by both absorption equations
x1 + (x1 ∗ x2) ≈ x1, x1 ∗ (x1 + x2) ≈ x1.
Then, Sw(K ′) is not weak equational. Indeed, let A be a partial Σ-algebra with
carrier A = {a, b}, operation + totally defined by
a+ a = a+ b = b, b+ a = b+ b = a,
and operation ∗ discrete. It is clear then that A is a weak model of Eq(K ′). But no
completion ofA belongs toK ′, because in any extension ofA satisfying the equation
x1 ∗ (x1 +x2) ≈ x1 the equality a∗ b = a∗ (a+ b) = a is true, and then this extension
does not satisfy the other absorption equation, since then a+ (a ∗ b) = a+ a = b.
In the next example we will use the following straightforward result.
Proposition 17. Let Σ be a type of algebras and Σ0 ⊆ Σ a subtype of it. Let
K be a variety of total Σ-algebras,
E0 = {p ≈ q ∈ Eq(K ) : p,q Σ0-terms},
and K0 = Modt(E0) the variety of total Σ0-algebras defined by E0. If Sw(K ) is
weak equational, then Sw(K0) is weak equational.
 
. Notice that, E0 being closed under Birkhoff’s equational logic rules,
E0 = Eq(K0). Let now A be a weak model of E0, and let Â be the partial Σ-algebra
whose Σ0-reduct is A and where all realizations of operation symbols not belonging
to Σ0 are discrete. This Σ-algebra Â is a weak model of Eq(K ) and therefore, by
the assumption, it is a weak subalgebra of a total Σ-algebra B in K . Then, A is a
weak subalgebra of the Σ0-reduct of B, which belongs to K0. 
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Example 18. Let Σ be a type of algebras with only one operation symbol ∗,
which is binary, and let K be the class of all semigroups: i.e., the total variety of
Σ-algebras defined by the equation x1 ∗ (x2 ∗ x3) ≈ (x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3. Then Sw(K ) is
not weak equational.
Consider the relative subalgebra A of the Σ-term algebra TΣ({x1, x2, x3, y2, y3})
supported on the initial segment A generated by
(x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3, (x1 ∗ y2) ∗ y3, x2 ∗ x3, y2 ∗ y3,
and let θ be the equivalence relation on A that identifies x2 ∗ x3 with y2 ∗ y3. It is
straightforward to prove that A is a weak subalgebra of the free semigroup generated
by {x1, x2, x3, y2, y3}, and that θ is a closed congruence on A. But A/θ /∈ Sw(K ),
because it does not satisfy the quasi-equation
((x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3 ≈ (x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3 ∧ (x4 ∗ x5) ∗ x6 ≈ (x4 ∗ x5) ∗ x6 ∧ x2 ∗ x3 ≈ x5 ∗ x6)
→ (x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3 ≈ (x4 ∗ x5) ∗ x6
w.r.t. any valuation v : X → A/θ satisfying
x1, x4 7→ [x1]θ, x2 7→ [x2]θ, x3 7→ [x3]θ, x5 7→ [y2]θ, x6 7→ [y3]θ.
Therefore, Sw(K ) is not closed under closed homomorphic images and thus it is not
weak equational.
The last proposition also implies that the weak hereditary classes of the varieties
of monoids and groups are not weak equational. To cover the cases of abelian groups,
rings, lattices, etc., we must prove that the weak hereditary class of the variety of
abelian semigroups
K
′ = Modt(x1 ∗ (x2 ∗ x3) ≈ (x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3, x1 ∗ x2 ≈ x2 ∗ x1)
is not weak equational either. To do this, we can use an argument similar to the
previous one.
Let Kab = Modt(x1 ∗x2 ≈ x2 ∗x1): its weak hereditary class is clearly weak equa-
tional. Let Fab be the Kab-free algebra generated by the set G = {x1, x2, x3, y2, y3},
let A be the relative subalgebra of Fab supported on the set A consisting of G and
the elements
x1 ∗ x2, x1 ∗ y2, x2 ∗ x3, y2 ∗ y3, (x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3, (x1 ∗ y2) ∗ y3,
and let θ be the equivalence relation on A that identifies x2 ∗ x3 with y2 ∗ y3. It is
straightforward to prove that A is a weak subalgebra of the free abelian semigroup
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generated by {x1, x2, x3, y2, y3}, and that θ is a closed congruence on A. But A/θ /∈
Sw(K ′), because it does not satisfy the quasi-equation
((x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3 ≈ (x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3 ∧ (x4 ∗ x5) ∗ x6 ≈ (x4 ∗ x5) ∗ x6 ∧ x2 ∗ x3 ≈ x5 ∗ x6)
→ (x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3 ≈ (x4 ∗ x5) ∗ x6
with respect to any valuation v : X → A/θ such that
x1, x4 7→ [x1]θ, x2 7→ [x2]θ, x3 7→ [x3]θ, x5 7→ [y2]θ, x6 7→ [y3]θ.
Therefore, Sw(K ′) is not closed under closed homomorphic images and hence it is
not weak equational.
To close this paper, let us point out the following straightforward consequence of
Corollary 19.
Corollary 19. Let K be a total variety. Then, with the notations of Lemma 9,
Sw(K ) is a weak equational class if and only if for every partial algebra A, if
ε(K ) ∩A2 = ∆A, then θ(K ) ∩ A2 = ∆A.
This result suggests that some sort of congruence extension property may be rel-
evant in the characterization of those total varieties whose weak hereditary class
is weak equational. The investigation of other congruence extension properties for
partial algebras has found applications in other, quite different contexts [5].
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